
STRAND CONTROL 
"JUNIOR" TYPE STAGE SWITCHBOARDS 

SPECI FICATI 0 N 

The JUNIOR Switchboard consists of an 18 gauge 
sheet steel frame, stove enamelled dark-hammer grey 
on which is carried a black pierrite switch panel. Each 
circuit has one 5-amp. locking-type fuse, a silent-action 
circuit switch, a flush socket with 2-pin plug for a 
dimmer, a silent two-way switch to feed circuit 
through the master blackout or independently of it, 
and an identification label engraved with circuit 
number. A 60-amp. slow break master blackout switch 
is fitted and terminals provided for a master dimmer. 

A pair of heavy terminals is provided for incoming 
mains, a multiway terminal block for stage lines and a 
bar for neutral connections of outgoing circuits 
respectively. The lower metal panel (or panels) is 
drilled to take the maximum number of either of the 
two sizes of dimmers specified at the top .of page 4 of 
this leaflet. 

The Junior board is made in two standard frame 
sizes shown below. The smaller frame (JA) accommo
dates eight lighting circuits and four slider dimmers. 
The larger frame (JB) takes twelve circuits and six 
slider dimmers. (If a second (lower) front panel is 
fitted the smaller frame will take up to 8 dimmers, 
and the larger frame up to 12 dimmers.) The dimmers 
must be of the types specified at top of page 4 of this 
leaflet. 

Boards are always righthanded, i.e ., blackout and 
master dimmer terminals are at the right-hand end. 
Boards other than 8 or 12 way consist of two frames 
joined together with the blackout on the right-hand 
one. In fact any single existing switchboard frame can 

be extended on site by ordering a frame" with through 
connection loops instead of blackout switch ." All 
boards are drilled with fixing holes and two side 
brackets are also provided . 
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DIMENSIONS 

Depth Weight 
Type Width Height over dimmer without 

handles to dimmers 
wall (approx. ) 

HA 8 25 in . (63cm) 

} I 561b (25 ·4kg) 
HA12 36 in . (91 cm) 64 in. 8 ~ in . 

I 
841b (38 ·1 kg) 

HA 16 50 in. (127cm) (1 ·63m) (22cm) 1121b (50·8kg) 
HA 20 · 61 in . (155cm) 1401b (63 ·Skg) 
HA 24 72 in . (183cm) 16Blb (76 ·2kg) 

STANDARD ARRANGEMENTS 
Item 
HA 8 
HA 12 
HA 16 
HA 20 
HA 24 

Frame JA 8 circuits and space only for 4 dimmers 
JB 
JA + JA 
JA+ JB 
JB + JB 

12 " 6 
16 " 8 
20 "10 
24 "12 

EXTRAS 

(1) Circuit name engraved instead of circuit number 
as standard 

(2) Sheet metal back to switch panel where board 
does not stand against a suitable wall :-

To fit type JA frame 
To fit type J B frame 

(3) Joining two frames at right angles instead of end 
to end to save space 

(4) Supplying and fitting, at the time a dimmer board 
is made, a second front plate to accommodate a 
second row of dimmers:-

To fit type JA frame 
To fit type JB frame 

(5) Supplying only a second front plate as above for 
the customer to fit to his own switchboard:

To fit type JA frame 
To fit type J B frame 

No switchboard circuit must exceed 1,000 watts and standard JUNIOR boards 
are available for 220-250-vo/t A.C. single-phase 2-wire supplies only. 


